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Is an interdisciplinary research group aiming at defining a macro epidemiological indicator from wastewater analysis

based on 6 main steps :

- qualification of the presence of the gene of the virus in wastewater at a low LOD
- quantification of the concentration of the trace of virus
- interpretation to get rid of the inherent errors
- transforming this in a reliable indicator in tendencies
- choice of the WW treatment plans
- homogenising it to propose a nation wide indicator



Map of the WWTPs included in the Obépine monitoring network together with the corresponding laboratories responsible for the analyses.

Currently following 200 WWTP on 9 different laboratories
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Map of the WWTPs included in the Obépine monitoring network together with the corresponding laboratories responsible for the analyses.

Currently following 200 WWTP on 9 different laboratoriestwice a week

E and RdRp genes
reports sent to collectivities and MSS

on integrated sampling our 24 h

+ characterization of variants Alpha, Delta, Omicron..
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The concentrations are normalised

by taking into account additional data 

This factor is a function of ammonium, COD and conductivity concentrations, 
normalised by their mean dry weather value

different quality indexes

volume of wastewater reaching the WWT

For the quantification



We have developed a Kalman-smoothing algorithm adapted for the Obepine data.

This one allows to find an autoregressive process of which we observe only a noisy and censored version.

In our case, we are looking for an estimate of the "real" concentrations in the wastewater, X, of which we only observe noisy and 
censored measurements, Y .

The proposed method also allows to provide the a posteriori law of the underlying process, and thus intervals in which the "true" 
concentration is found in 99%, 95%, 50%, . . . of the cases.

Smooth out and normalize heterogeneous SARS-CoV2 RNA data in wastewater
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We have developed a Kalman-smoothing algorithm adapted for the Obepine data.

This one allows to find an autoregressive process of which we observe only a noisy and censored version.

In our case, we are looking for an estimate of the "real" concentrations in the wastewater, X, of which we only observe noisy and 
censored measurements, Y .

The proposed method also allows to provide the a posteriori law of the underlying process, and thus intervals in which the "true" 
concentration is found in 99%, 95%, 50%, . . . of the cases.

takes into account the noise (errors) in the measures takes into account the censoring

true process, that we want to recover

Smooth out and normalize heterogeneous SARS-CoV2 RNA data in wastewater
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Normalization among the different laboratories

Organization of inter lab qualification and quantification
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Organization of inter lab qualification and quantification

about 25 have participated : 10 were selected





Normalization among the different laboratories

Organization of inter lab qualification and quantification

allows to present a comparable treatment over the network







Correlation and lag between the WWI and the incidence rate
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Impact of the sampling frequency



Different types of filtering processes
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collaborations NIB

Kranj, Celje, Ljubljana, Maribor, Koper



collaborations NIB

other collaboration with the UK government’s wastewater COVID-19 monitoring team



collaborations NIB

other collaboration with the UK government’s wastewater COVID-19 monitoring team

open for other collaborations and improve

Questions.. thanks


